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PREFACE
The 1968 edition of the "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed
Steel Structural Members" represents a major revision of the previous (1962)
edition. The Specification revision reflects the results of continuing research
sponsored by the Committee on Building Research and Technology. A major
expansion is the inclusion of design provisions for compression members subjected to loading which causes torsional-flexural behavior. An analytical procedure for calculation of strengthening caused by the cold work of forming has
been added. Numerous other revisions throughout the Specification include
the use of the term kips instead of pounds.
In so far as possible, the design provisions have been coordinated with
those of the "Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings", published by American Institute of Steel Construction.
While the AISC Specification applies to structural members fabricated from
hot rolled shapes and plates, the AISI Specification applies to the design of
cold-formed structural members.
The Commentary on the 1968 edition of the "Specification for the Design
of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members" discusses the background for the
Specification.

COMMITTEE ON BUILDING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
American I ron and Steel Institute

October 24, 1968
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NOTATION
Symbol
A
A
Aer
A. t
a

a
amax
Be
b
be
C
Cb

Definition
Cross-sectional area, in. 2
Area of cross section of stud, in. 2
Effective area of the stiffener section, in. 2
Full area of stiffener section, in. 2
Actual spacing of attachments of wall material to stud
measured along the length of stud, (a = 1 for
continuous attachment), in.
Length of bracing interval, in.
Maximum spacing of attachments of wall material to
the stud being braced, in.
Term for determining the tensile yield point
of corners
Effective design width of stiffened elements, in.
Effective design width of sub-element or element, in.
Ratio of total corner area to total cross-sectional area
of the full section or full flange section
Bending coefficient dependent upon
moment gradient

Co

V

Cm

End moment coefficient in interaction formula
End moment coefficient in int~raction formula
Warping constant of torsion of the cross section, in. 6

CTP

C.

271"2

E/Fy

c

Distance from the centroidal axis to the fiber with
maximum compression stress, negative when the
fiber is on the shear center side of the centroid, in.

Cr

Amount of curling, in.
Mean diameter of cylindrical tube, in.
Depth of section, in.

D

d
d

d1
dmlo

E

e

Diameter of bolt, in.
Overall depth of lip, in.
Overall minimum depth required of simple lip, in.
Modulus of elasticity of steel = 29,500 ksi
Eccentricity of the axial load with respect to the
centroidal axis, negative when on the shear center
side of the centroid, in.
iv

Section

3.6,3.7
5.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.2
5.1

5.2
5.1

3.1.1.1
2.3.1
2.3.1.2
3.1.1.1
3.3
3.6.1.1
3.7
3.7.2
3.6.1.2
3.7.2

2.3.3
3.8

2.3.3,3.3,3.7,
4.3,5.2
4.5
4.3

2.3.2.1
3.3,3.6.1,
3.7,5.1
3.7.2

Symbol
F

F.
F.o

F.E

F.o
F..
F.t
Faz
Fb
Fb

Fbw
F'.
Fr.
Frc
Frf
Fbi

Fc
Fr
F..

Definition
. Basic design stress on the net section of tension
members and tension and compression on the
extreme fibers of flexural members, ksi
Maximum average compression stress, ksi
Average allowable compression stress determined by
both requirements (i) and (iv b) of 3.7.2 if the point
of application of the eccentric load is at the shear
center, ksi
Average allowable compression stress determined
by requirement (i) of 3.7.2 if the point of
application of the eccentric load is at the shear
center, ksi
Allowable compression stress under concentric
loading determined by 3.6.1.1 for l = 0, ksi
Allowable compression stress under concentric
loading on bracing and secondary members, ksi
Allowable compression stress under concentric
loading, ksi
Allowable compression stress under concentric
loading, ksi
Maximum compression stress on extreme fibers of
laterally unbraced beams, ksi
Maximum bending stress in compression that is
permitted where bending .stress only exists
(3.1, 3.2, 3.3), ksi
Maximum allowable compression stress in the flat
web of a beam due to bending, ksi

12 11"2 E
.
23 (KltJrb)2' kSI
Average yield point of section, ksi
Tensileyield point of corners, ksi
Weighted average tensile yield point of the flat
portions, ksi
Maximum bending stress in compression permitted
where bending stress only exists and the possibility
of lateral buckling is excluded (3.1,3.2), ksi
Maximum allowable compression stress on
unstiffened elements, ksi
Allowable compression stress in cylindrical tubular
member, ksi
Ultimate tensile strength of virgin steel, ksi

v

Section

3.1

3.7.2
3.7.2

3.7.2

3.7
3.6.2
3.6.1.1,3.7
3.6.1.2,3.7.2
3.3
3.7

3.4.2,3.4.3
3.7.1,3.7.2
3.1
3.1.1.1
3.1.1.1,6.3.2
3.7.1,3.7.2

3.2,4.4
3.8
3.1.1.1

Symbol

Definition

Section

Fy

Maximum allowable average shear stress on the gross
area of a flat web, ksi

3.4.1,3.4.3

F,.

Yield point, ksi

f

Actual stress in the compression element computed
on the basis of the effective design width, ksi

2.2,2.3,3,4.4,
4.5,5.1,5.3
2.3.1.1,4.4

fa

Axial stress = axial load divided by full
cross-sectional area of member, PIA, ksi

3.7

fay

Average stress in the full, unreduced flange width, ksi

fb

Maximum bending stress = bending moment
divided by section modulus of member, ksi

2.3.3
3.7

fbw

Actual compression stress at junction of flange and
web, ksi

3.4.3

fy

Actual average shear stress, ksi

G

Shear Modulus

3.4.3
3.6.1.2
4.3

g
h

Imln
I.
I.
I.e
I. y
IT
lye
11
I~

11,300 ksi
Vertical distance between two rows of connections
near or at top and bottom flanges, in.
Clear distance between flanges measured along the
plane of the web, in.
Minimum allowable moment of inertia of stiffener
about its centroidal axis parallel to the stiffened
element, in!
Moment of inertia of a multiple-stiffened
element, in.4
Moment of inertia about axis normal to the web, in:
=

Moment of inertia of the compression portion of a
section about its axis of symmetry, in.4
Product of inertia, in.4
Moment of inertia about y-axis, in:
The moment of inertia of the compression portion of
a section about its gravity axis parallel to the
web, in.4
Moment of inertia of cross section of stud about its
axis parallel to wall, in:
Moment of inertia of cross section of stud about its
axis perpendicular to wall, in:
St. Venant torsion constant of the cross section, in.'
Section property, torsional-flexural buckling, in.
vi

2.3.4, 3.4, 3.5
2.3.2.1

2.3.2.2
4.3
5.2
3.7.2
5.2.2
3.7.2
3.3

5.1
5.1
3.6.1.2
3.7.2

Definition

Symbol

K
K'

3.6.1,3.7

Effective length factor
A constant; for channels
sections = Ixy/Ix

Section

=

mid, for Z

5.2.2

k...

Modulus of elastic support of wall material and its
attachments, kips per in.

5.1

L

Full span for simple beams, distance between
inflection points for continuous beams, twice the
length of cantilever beams, in.

2.3.5,4.3b

L

Unbraced length of member, in.

3.3,3.6,4.3a

L

Length of stud, in.

5.1

Lb

Actual unbraced length in the plane of bending, in.

II

Length of middle line of segment i, in.

3.7
3.6.1.2

Me

Elastic critical moment causing compression on the
shear side of the centroid, kip-in.

3.7.2

MT

Elastic critical moment causing tension on the shear
side of the centroid, kip-in.

3.7.2

Ml

Smaller end moment

3.3, 3.7

M2
m

Larger end moment

3.3, 3.7

Term for determining the tensile yield point
of corners
Distance of shear center of channel from mid-plane
of the web, in.

3.1.1.1

m

4.3,5.2.2

N

Actual length of bearing, in.

3.5

P
P
P
P

Total load on compression members, kips
Concentrated load or reaction, kips
Force transmitted by bolt, kips

3.6.1.1

PI.

Pltu\:(
Pili in

p"

Q

Force which produces an elongation of e inches in a
strip of wall material of width a and of length
equal to the distance between adjacent studs, kips
Force to be resisted by intermediate beam brace, kips
Allowable concentrated load or reaction to avoid
crippling of flat webs of beams, kips
Lateral force which each single attachment of the wall
material shall be capable of exerting on the stud in
the plane of the wall, kips
Design load on stud, kips
Stress and/or area factor to modify allowable
axial stress
vii

4.3,5.2.2
4.5
5.1

5.2
3.5
5.1

5.1
3.6.1.1

Symbol

Qa
Q.
q
R
r
r
rb
rey
ro
rx
rxc

ry
rl

rz
Smax

Sxe
SyC
s
s

T"

ti
t.

Definition
Area factor to modify members composed entirely of
stiffened elements
Stress factor to modify members composed entirely
of unstiffened elements
Intensity of loading on beam, kips per in.
Inside bend radius, in.
Radius of gyration, in.
Bolt force ratio
Radius of gyration about axis of bending, in.
Radius of gyration of one channel about its centroidal
axis parallel to web, in.
Polar radius of gyration of cross section about the
shear center, in.
Radius of gyration of cross section about centroidal
principal axis, in.
Radius of gyration about the centroidal axis parallel
to the web of that portion of the I-section which is
in compression when there is no axial load, in.
Radius of gyration of cross section about centroidal
principal axis, in.
Radius of gyration of stud about its axis parallel to
wall, in.
Radius of gyration of stud about its axis perpendicular
to wall, in.
Maximum permissible longitudinal spacing of welds
or other connectors joining two channels to form
an I-section, in.
Compression section modulus of entire section about
major axis, in. 3
Compression section modulus of entire section about
axis normal to axis of symmetry, in.'
Spacing of connections in line of stress, in.
Spacing of bolts perpendicular to line of stress, in.
Strength of connection in tension, kips
Base steel thickness of any element or section, in.

Steel thickness of the member for segment i, in.
Equivalent thickness of a multiple-stiffened
element, in.
viii

Section

3.6.1.1
3.6.1.1
4.3
3.1.1.1,3.5
3.6
4.5.2
3.7
4.3
3.6.1,3.7.2
3.6.1.2
3.7.2

3.6.1.2,3.7.2
5.1
5.1
4.3

3.3
3.7.2
4.4
4.5.2
4.3
2.2,2.3, 3.2,
3.4, 3.5, 3.B,
4.4,4.5
3.6.1.2
2.3.2.2

Symbol
w
We

We

w.
x
Xo
Xo
a

f3
abC
abT
abI
ab2
ae
a. x

at
aTF
aTFO

Definition
Flat width of element exclusive of fi IIets, in.
Width of flange projection beyond the web or half
the distance between webs for box- or
U-type sections
Projection of flanges from inside face of web, in.
Whole width between webs or from web to edge
stiffener, in.
Distance from concentrated load to brace, in.
Distance from shear center to centroid along the
principal x-axis, in.
x coordinate of the shear center, negative, in.
Reduction factor for computing effective area of
stiffener section
1 - (xolro)2
Maximum compression bending stress caused by
M c , ksi
Maximum compression bending stress caused by
M T, ksi
O"TF ec/r/ = maximum compression bending stress in
the section caused by O"TF, ksi
aTF xoclr/, ksi
2
7T E/(KLb/rb)2, ksi
2
7T E/(KUr.)2, ksi
Torsional buckling stress, ksi
Average elastic torsional-flexural buckling stress, ksi
Elastic torsional-flexural buckling stress, ksi

ix

Section

2.2, 2.3, 3.2
2.3.3,2.3.5

4.3
2.3.2.2
5.2
3.6.1.2
3.7.2
2.3.1.2
3.6.1.2
3.7.2
3.7.2
3.7.2
3.7.2
3.7.2
3.6.1.2, 3.7.2
3.6.1.2, 3.7.2
3.7.2
3.6.1.2, 3.7.2

SPECIFICATION
FOR THE DESIGN OF
COLD-FORMED STEEL
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
1968 Edition

SECTION 1. -

GENERAL

1.1 Scope
This Specification shall apply to the design of structural members cold
formed to shape from carbon or low-alloy, sheet or strip steels used for loadcarrying purposes in buildings. It may also be used for structures other than
buildings provided appropriate allowances are made for dynamic effects.

1.2 Material
This Specification contemplates the use of steel of structural quality as
defined in general by the provisions of t~e following specifications of the
American Society for Testing and Materials:
Flat-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheets of Structural Quality,
ASTMA245
High Strength Low Alloy Cold-Rolled Steel Sheets and Strip,
ASTMA374
High Strength Low Alloy Hot-Rolled Steel Sheets and Strip,
ASTM A375
Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) Steel Sheets of Structural Quality,
Coils and Cut Lengths, ASTM A446
Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheets and Strip, Structural Quality,
ASTM A570
The above listing does not exclude the use of steel up to and including
one-half inch in thickness ordered or produced to other than the listed specifications provided such steel conforms to the chemical and mechanical requirements of one of the listed specifications or other published specifications which
establishes its properties and suitability, and provided it is subjected by either
the producer or the purchaser to analyses, tests and other controls to the
extent and in the manner prescribed by one of the listed specifications.
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SECTION 2 -

DESIGN PROCEDURE

2.1 Procedure
All computations for safe load, stress, deflection and the like shall be in
accordance with conventional methods of structural design except as otherwise
specified herein.
2.2 Definitions
Where the following terms appear in this Specification they shall have the
meaning herein indicated:
(a) Stiffened Compression Elements. A stiffened compression element
is a flat compression element (i.e., a plane compression flange of a flexural
member or a plane web or flange of a compression member) of which both
edges parallel to the direction of stress are stiffened by a web, flange, stiffening lip, intermediate stiffener, or the like conforming to the requirements of
Section 2.3.2.
(b) Unstiffened Compression Elements. An unstiffened compression
element is a flat element which is stiffened at only one edge parallel to the
direction of stress.
(c) Multiple-Stiffened Elements. A multiple-stiffened element is an
element that is stiffened between webs, or between a web and a stiffened edge,
by means of intermediate stiffeners which are parallel to the direction of stress
and which conform to the requirements of Section 2.3.2.2. A sub-element is
the portion between adjacent stiffeners or between web and intermediate
stiffener or between edge and intermediate stiffener.
(d) Flat-Width Ratio. The flat-width ratio, wit, of a single flat element
is the ratio of the flat width, w, exclusive of edge fillets, to the thickness, t.
In the case of sections such as 1-, T-, channel-and Z-shaped sections, the width,
w, is the width of the flat projection of flange from web, exclusive of fillets
and of any stiffening lip that may be at the outer edge of the flange. In the case
of multiple-web sections such as hat-, U- or box-shaped sections, the width, w,
is the flat width of flange between adjacent webs, exclusive of fillets.
(e) Effective Design Width. Where the flat width, w, of an element
is reduced for design purposes, the reduced design width, b, is termed the
effective width or the effective design width, and is determined in accordance
with Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.5.
(f) Thickness. The thickness, t, of any element or section shall be the
base steel thickness, exclusive of coatings.

(g) Torsional-Flexural Buckling. Torsional-flexural buckling is a mode
of buckling in which compression members can bend and twist simultaneously.
(h) Point-Symmetric Section. A point-symmetric section is a section
symmetrical about a point (centroid) such as a Z-section having equal flanges.

2

(i) Yield Point. Yield point, Fy , as used in this Specification shall mean
yield point or yield strength.

(j) Stress. Stress as used in this Specification means force per unit
area and is expressed in kips per square inch, abbreviated throughout as ksi.
2.3 Properties of Sections
Properties of sections (cross-sectional area, moment of inertia, section
modulus, radius of gyration, etc.) shall be determined in accordance with conventional methods of structural design. Properties shall be based on the full
cross-section of the members (or net section where the use of a net section
is applicable) except where the use of a reduced cross section, or effective
design width, is required by the provisions of Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.5 of this
Specification.
2.3.1 Properties of Stiffened Compression Elements
In computing properties of sections of flexural members and in computing values of Q (Section 3.6.1) for compression members, the flat width,
w, of any stiffened compression element having a flat-width ratio larger than
(W/t)Iim as hereinafter defined shall be considered as being reduced for design purposes to an effective design width, b or be determined in accordance
with the provisions of Sections 2.3.1.1 or 2.3.1.2, whichever is applicable, and
subject to the limitations of Section 2.3.5 where applicable. That portion of
the total width which is considered removed to arrive at the effective design
width shall be located symmetrically about the center line of the element.
2.3.1.1 Elements Without Intermediate Stiffeners
The effective design widths of compression elements which are not
subject to the provisions of Section 2.3.1.2 shall be determined from the
following formulas:*
For load determination:
Flanges are fully effective (b
For flanges with

l?...

=

wit larger than
=

_253 [1-

VT

t

w) up to (W/t)lilll

=

171/V-f

(W/t)lim
55.3
(wit)

]

Vf

Exception: Flanges of closed square and rectangular tubes are fully
effective (b = w) up to (w/t) I illl = 184/VTFor flanges
with wit larger than (W/t)Iim

l?...
t

=

_253 [1 Vf

50.3
(wit)

]

VT

*It is to be noted that where the flat-width ratio exceeds (W/t)lilll the propertie, oi the section
must frequently be determined by successive approximations or other appropriate methods,
since the stress and the effective design width are interdependent.

3

When members or assemblies are subject to stresses produced by
wind or earthquake forces, the effective design width, b, shall be determined
for 0.75 times the stress caused by wind or earthquake loads alone, or 0.75
times the stress caused by wind or earthquake plus gravity loads, when use
is made of the increased allowable stress permitted in Sections 3.1.2.1 or
3.1.2.2, respectively.
For deflection determination:
Flanges are fully effective up to (wit) lim

=

221/VT

For flanges with wit larger than (w/thim

~

=

326 [1 -

VT

t

71.3
(wit)

VT

]

Exception: Flanges of closed square and rectangular tubes are fully
effective up to (wit) I im = 237/VT. For flanges with wit
larger than (WIt)lim

~ =
t

326 [1 -

VT

64. 9
(wit)

Vf

]

In the above,
wit

=

b
f

flat-width ratio
effective design width, in.
actual stress in the compression element computed on the
basis of the effective design width, ksi.

2.3.1.2 Multiple-Stiffened Elements and Wide Stiffened Elements With Edge
Stiffeners

Where the flat-width ratio of a sub-element of a multiple-stiffened
compression element or of a stiffened compression element which does not
have intermediate stiffeners and which has only one longitudinal edge connected to a web does not exceed 60, the effective design width, b, of such
sub-element or element shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.3.1.1. Where such flat-width ratio exceeds 60, the effective
design Width, be, of the sub-element or element shall be determined from
the following formula:*
be
t

=~-010
(~60)
t
.
t

where

wit
b
be

=

flat-width ratio of sub-element or element
effective design width determined in accordance with the
provisions of Section 2.3.1.1, in.
effective design width of sub-element or element to be used
in design computations, in.

'See Section 2.3.3 (a) for limitations on the allowable flat-width ratio of a compression element
stiffened at one edge by other than a simple lip.
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For computing the effective structural properties of a member having
compression sub-elements or element subject to the above reduction in
effective width, the area of stiffeners (edge stiffener or intermediate stiffeners)* shall be considered reduced to an effective area as follows:
For wit between 60 and 90:

A. r

=

a

Ast

where
a

=

(3 - 2b./w) -

3~ ( 1 - ~ )

(

~

)

For wit greater than 90:

A.f

=

(bJw) Ast

In the above expressions, Aef and Ast refer only to the area of the
stiffener section, exclusive of any portion of adjacent elements.
The centroid of the stiffener is to be considered located at the centroid of the full area of the stiffener, and the moment of inertia of the stiffener
about its own centroidal axis shall be that of the full section of the stiffener.
2.3.2 Stiffeners for Compression Elements
2.3.2.1 Edge Stiffeners
In order that a flat compression element may be considered a stiffened compression element it shall be stiffened along each longitudinal edge
parallel to the direction of stress by a web, lip, or other stiffening means,
having not less than the following minimum moment of inertia:

where

Imin =

1.83t4 ~ (wlW -4,OOO/Fy but not less than 9.2t4

wit

flat-width ratio of stiffened element

=

Imin =

minimum allowable moment of inertia of stiffener (of any
shape) about its own centroidal axis parallel to the stiffened
element, in.4

Where the stiffener consists of a simple lip bent at right angles to the
stiffened element, the required overall depth, dm!n, of such lip may be
determined as follows:
dmin

=

6' (w/W -4,OOO/Fy but not less than 4.8t
2.8t ~

'See Section 2.3.2.2 for limitations on number of intermediate stiffeners which may be considered effective and their minimum moment of inertia.
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A simple lip shall not be used as an edge stiffener for any element
having a flat-width ratio greater than 60.
2.3.2.2 Intermediate Stiffeners
In order that a flat compression element may be considered a multiple stiffened element, it shall be stiffened between webs, or between a
web and a stiffened edge, by means of intermediate stiffeners parallel to the
direction of stress, and the moment of inertia of each such intermediate
stiffener shall be not less than twice the minimum allowable moment of
inertia specified for edge stiffeners in Section 2.3.2.1, where w is the width
of the sub-element. The following limitations also shall apply:
(a) If the spacing of stiffeners between two webs is such that the flatwidth ratio of the sub-element between stiffeners is larger than
(WIt)Jim in Section 2.3.1, only two intermediate stiffeners (those
nearest each web) shall be considered effective.
(b) If the spacing of stiffeners between a web and an edge stiffener
is such that the flat-width ratio of the sub-element between stiffeners is larger than (Wit)Jlm in Section 2.3.1 only one intermediate
stiffener shall be considered effective.
(c) If intermediate stiffeners are spaced so closely that the flat-width
ratio between stiffeners does not exceed (with 1m in Section 2.3.1
all the stiffeners may be considered effective. Only for the purposes of computing the flat-width ratio of the entire multiplestiffened element, such element shall be considered as replaced
by an element without intermediate stiffeners whose width w.
is the whole width between webs or from web to edge stiffener,
and whose equivalent thickness t8 is determined as follows:
t8=

~I ~
~

ws

where I. = moment of inertia of the full area of the multiplestiffened element, including the intermediate stiffeners, about
its own centroidal axis.
2.3.3 Maximum Allowable Flat-Width Ratios
Maximum allowable overall flat-width ratios, wit, disregarding intermediate stiffeners and taking as t the actual thickness of the element, shall
be as follows:
(a) Stiffened compression element having one longitudinal edge connected to a web or flange element, the other stiffened by:
Simple lip

60

Any other kind of stiffener

90
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(b) Stiffened compression element with both longitudinal edges connected to other stiffened elements
500
(c) Unstiffened compression element

60

Note: Unstiffened compression elements that have flat-width ratios exceeding approximately 30 and stiffened compression elements that have flatwidth ratios exceeding approximately 250 are likely to develop noticeable
deformation at the full allowable working stresses, without affecting the
ability of the member to carry design loads.
Stiffened elements having flat-width ratios larger than 500 may be used
with safety to support loads, but substantial deformation of such elements
under load may occur and may render inapplicable the design formulas of
this Specification.
(d) Unusually Wide Flanges: Where a flange of a flexural member is
unusually wide and it is desired to limit the maximum amount of
curling or movement of the flange toward the neutral axis, the follOWing formula applies to compression and tension flanges, either
stiffened or unstiffened:
Wr =

/1,800 td X 4/ 100 Cr
fa y
"J d

"J

where
Wr

=

the width of flange projecting beyond the web; or half of the
distance between webs for box- or U-type beams, in.

t

=

flange thickness, in.

d

=

depth of beam, in.

Cr

=

the amount of curling, in.*

fay

=

the average stress in the full, unreduced flange width, ksi.
(Where members are designed by the effective design width
procedure, the average stress equals the maximum stress multiplied by the ratio of the effective design width to the actual
width.)

2.3.4 Maximum Allowable Web Depth

The ratio, hit, of the webs of flexural members shall not exceed the
following limitations :
(a) For members with unstiffened webs:
(h/t)max =

150

*The amount of curling that can be tolerated will vary with different kinds of sections and must be
established by the designer. Amount of curling in the order of 5 percent of the depth of the
section is usually not considered excessive.
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(b) For members which are provided with adequate means of transmitting concentrated loads andlor reactions into the web:
(hlt)max

=

200

In the above,
h = clear distance between flanges measured along the plane of
web, in.
t - web thickness, in.
Where a web consists of two or more sheets, the hit ratio shall be computed for individual sheets.
2.3.5 Unusually Short Spans Supporting Concentrated Loads
Where the span of the beam is less than 30 Wt (Wr as defined below)
and it carries one concentrated load, or several loads spaced farther apart
than 2Wt, the effective design width of any flange, whether in tension or compression, shall be limited to the following:

TABLE 2.3.5

Short, Wide Flanges
Maximum Allowable Ratio of Effective Design Width to Actual Width
UWf

R~tio

l/wf

30
25
20
18
16

1.00
0.96
0.91
0.89
0.86

14
12
10
8
6

Ratio

0.82
0.78

0.73
0.67
0.55

In Table 2.3.5 above,
l

==

full span for simple spans; or the distance between inflection points
for continuous beams; or twice the length of cantilever beams, in.

w-

=

width of flange projection beyond the web for I-beam and similar
sections or half the distance between webs or box- or U-type sections, in.

For flanges of I-beams and similar sections stiffened by lips at the outer edges,
shall ~e taken as the sum of the flange projection beyond the web plus the
depth of the lip.
Wf
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SECTION 3. -

ALLOWABLE DESIGN STRESSES

The maximum allowable stresses to be used in design shall be as follows:
3.1 Basic Design Stress
Stress on the net section of tension members, and tension and compression
on the extreme fibers of flexural members shall not exceed the value F specified
below, except as otherwise specifically provided herein.
F=

0.60 Fy

where Fy is the specified minimum yield point.
When the increase in steel strength resulting from cold work of forming
is utilized in accordance with Section 3.1.1, the basic design stress shall be determined as follows:

F = 0.60 Fya
where FYa is the average yield point of the full section.
The ASTM Specifications listed in Section 1.2, Material, provide for a number of different grades of steel. Values of the basic allowable design stress, F,
as defined above, may be rounded off as shown in Table 3.1 for some of these
grades in terms of their yield points.
TABLE 3.1
Basic Allowable Design Stress
Min Yield Point

F

(ksi)

(ksi)

65

39
36
33
30
27

60

55
50
45
42
40

25
24
22

37

22

36
33
30

20
18
15

25
3.1.1. Utilization of Cold Work of Forming

Except as permitted by this Section 3.1.1, allowable stresses shall be
based upon the specified minimum properties of the unformed steel. Utilization, for design purposes, of any increase in steel strength that results from
a cold forming operation is permissible provided that the methods and limitations prescribed in Section 3.1.1.1 are observed and satisfied:
9

3.1.1.1 Methods and Limitations
Utilization of cold work of forming shall be on the following basis:
(a) The yield point of axially loaded compression members when Q
equals unity, and the flanges of flexural members whose proportions are such that when treated as compression members the
quantity Q (Section 3.6.1.1) is unity, shall be determined on the
basis of either (i) full section tensile tests (See paragraph (a) of
Section 6.3.1); or (ii) stub column tests (See paragraph (b) of Section 6.3.1); or (iii) computed as follows:
Fya
where Fya

=

=

CFyc

+ (1-C) Fyt

average tensile yield point of the full section of compression members, or full flange sections of flexural
members, ksi

C = ratio of the total corner area to the total crosssectional area of the full section of compression
members, or full flange sections of flexural members
Fyc

=

tensile yield point of corners, ksi, Bc Fy/(R/t)m. The
formula does not apply where Fu/Fy is less than 1.2,
R/t exceeds 7, and/or maximum included angle exceeds 120°

Fyt

=

weighted average tensile yield point of the flat portions established in accordance with Section 6.3.2
or virgin yield point if tests are not made

Be

=

3.69 (Fu/Fy) - 0.819 (F,,/Fy)2 -1.79

m

=

0.192 (Fu/Fy) - 0.068

R

=

inside bend radius, in.

Fy = tensile yield point of virgin steel* specified by Section 1.2 or established in accordance with Section
6.3.3, ksi
Fu = ultimate tensile strength of virgin steel specified by
Section 1.2 or established in accordance with Section 6.3.3, ksi.
(b) The yield point of axially loaded compression members with Q
less than unity, and the flanges of flexural members whose proportions are such that when treated as compression members the
quantity Q (Section 3.6.1.1) is less than unity, may be taken as (i)
the tensile yield point of the virgin steel* specified by applicable ASTM Specification, (ii) the tensile yield point of the virgin
'Virgin steel refers to the condition (Le. coiled or straight) of the steel prior to the cold-forming
operation.
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steel established in accordance with Section 6.3.3 or (iii) the
weighted average tensile yield pOint of flats established in accordance with Section 6.3.2.
(c) The yield point of axially loaded tension members shall be determined by either method (i) or method (iii) prescribed in paragraph (a) of this Section.
(d) Application of the provisions of Section 3.1.1.1 (a) shall be confined to the following Sections of the Specification.
3.1 Basic Design Stress
3.2 Compression on Unstiffened Elements
3.3 Laterally Unbraced Beams
3.6 Axially Loaded Compression Members
3.7 Combined Axial and Bending Stresses
3.8 Cylindrical Tubular Members in Compression or Bending
5.1 Wall Studs
Application of all provisions of the Specification may be based upon
the properties of the flat steel before forming or on Sections 3.1.1.1 (b) or
(c) as applicable.
(e) The effect on mechanical properties of any welding that is to be
applied to the member shall be determined on the basis of tests
of full section specimens containing within the gage length, such
welding as the manufacturer intends to use. Any necessary allowance for such effect shall be made in the structural use of the
member.
3.1.2 Wind, Earthquake, and Combined Forces
3.1.2.1 Wind or Earthquake Only
Members and assemblies subject only to stresses produced by wind
or earthquake forces may be proportioned for stresses 33 113 percent greater
than those specified for dead and live load stresses.A corresponding increase
may be applied to the allowable stresses in connections and details.
3.1.2.2 Combined Forces
Members and assemblies subject to stress produced by a combination of wind or earthquake and other loads may be proportioned for unit
stresses 33'h percent greater than those specified for dead and live load
stresses, provided the section thus required is not less than that required for
the combination of dead load and live load.
For primary and secondary members of roof assemblies and roof
deck, the allowable stresses may be increased 33 113 percent for combined
stresses due to dead load, gravity live load (if any) and ponding, provided
the section thus required is not less than that required for the combination
of dead load and live load.
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Corresponding increases may be applied to the allowable unit
stresses in connections and details.
3.2 Compression on Unstiffened Elements
Compression, Fe, in kips per square inch, on flat unstiffened elements:
(a) For wit not greater than 63.31 v' Fy :
Fe = 0.60 Fy
(b) For wit ratio greater than 63.3/v'F;but not greater than 144/v' Fy:*
Fe = Fy [0.767 - (2.64/103 ) (wit) v'Fy]
(c) For wit ratio greater than 144/v'F;but not greater than 25:*
Fe = 8,0001 (w/t)2
(d) Forwlt ratio from 25 to 60:**
For angle struts: Fe = 8,000/ (wlW
For all other sections: Fe = 19.8 - 0.28 (wit)
In the above formulas, wit

=

flat-width ratio as defined in Section 2.2.

3.3 Laterally Unbraced Beams
To prevent lateral buckling, the maximum compression stress, Fb, in kips
per square inch, on extreme fibers of laterally unsupported straight flexural
members*** shall not exceed the allowable stress as specified in Sections 3.1 or
3.2 nor the following maximum stresses:
(a) When bending is about the centroidal axis perpendicular to the web
for either I-shaped sections symmetrical about an axis in the plane of
the web or symmetrical channel-shaped sections:
L2 Sxe .
h
Wh en ~ IS greater t an
1.81T2 ECb
Fy
2
Fl
3 Fy - 5.41T2 ECb

b ut Iess t han

Fb =

·When the yield point of steel is less than 33 ksi, then for wit ratios between 63.3/ vF; and 25:
[wit - 63.3/ V~] (0.60 Fy -12.8)
25 (1-2.53/ VF;)
"Unstiffened compression elements having ratios of w /t exceeding approximately 30 may show
noticeable distortion of the free edges under allowable compressive stress without deteriment
to the ability of the member to support load.
For ratios of wit exceeding approximately 60 distortion of the flanges is likely to be so prononuced as to render the section structurally undesirable unless load and stress are limited to
such a degree as to render such use uneconomical.
···The provisions of this section apply to 1-, Z-, or channel-shaped flexural members (not including
multiple-web deck, U- and closed box-type members and curved or arch members). The provisions of this Section do not apply to laterally unbraced compression flanges of otherwise
laterally stable sections.
Fe

=

0.60 Fy

_
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W hen

l2
err;;;SXC

F

b

=

•

IS

I
h 1.8 7T 2 ECb
equa to or greater t an
F,.

0.6 7T

2

EC

b

d lye
l2 Sxe

(b) For point-symmetrical Z-shaped sections bent about the centroidal
axis perpendicular to the web:
W hen

l2 Sxe .
h
err;;;IS greater t an

0.187T 2 EC b

F

y

2

0.9 7T EC b
F

b ut Iess than

y

l2 Sxe )
( d lye

Wh en

l2
I
h
err;:;IS equa to or greater t an
SXC

Fb

=

•

0.3 7T 2 ECb

0.9 7T 2 ECb
F
y

~
L2 Sxe

In the above,
l

=

the unbraced length of the member, in.

lye

=

the moment of inertia of the compression portion of a section
about its gravity axis parallel to the web, in.4

Sxe

=

compression section modulus of entire section about major axis,

Ix divided by distance to extreme compression fiber, in. 3
Cb

=

bending coefficient which can conservatively be taken as unity,
or calculated from
Cb

=

1.75

+ 1.05 ( ~~ ) + 0.3 ( ~: )2, but not more than 2.3

Where Ml is the smaller and M2 the larger bending moment at the
ends of the unbraced length, taken about the strong axis of the
member, and where Ml/M 2 , the ratio of end moments, is positive
when Ml and M2 have the same sign (reverse curvature bending)
and negative when they are of opposite sign (single curvature
bending). When the bending moment at any point within an unbraced length is larger than that at both ends of this length the
ratio Ml/M2 shall be taken as unity.
For members subject to combined axial and bending stress (Section 3.7), Cb shall be 1.
E

=

modulus of elasticity

d

=

depth of section, in.

=

29,500 ksi
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3.4 Allowable Stresses in Webs of Beams
3.4.1 Shear Stresses in Webs
The maximum average shear stress, Fv, in kips per square inch, on the
gross area of a flat web shall not exceed;
(a) For hit not greater than 547/VF;:

Fv =

152hit
V~ Wit. h a maximum
.
f 040
o
. Fy.

(b) For hit greater than 5471 V---;:;:
83,200
Fv = --;;(h;-'-/7':"t)~2where
t = web thickness, in.
h

=

clear distance between flanges measured along the plane of
web, in.

Fy

=

yield point, ksi.

Where the web consists of two or more sheets, each sheet shall be considered as a separate member carrying its share of the shear.

3.4.2 Bending Stress in Webs
The compressive stress Fbw in kips per square inch in the flat web of a
beam due to bending in its plane, shall not exceed F nor shall it exceed:

520,000
Fbw

(h/t)2

=

3.4.3 Combined Bending and Shear Stresses in Webs
For webs subject to both bending and shear stresses, the member shall
be so proportioned that such stresses do not exceed the allowable values
specified in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 and that the quantity (hw/fbw)2
UFv)2
does not exceed unity,

+

where

520,000

k·

Fbw

=

Fv

=

allowable shear stress as specified in Section 3.4.1 except that the
limit of 0.4 Fy shall not apply, ksi

fbw

=

actual compression stress at junction of flange and web, ksi

fv

=

actual average shear stress, i.e., shear force per web divided by
webs area, ksi.

(h/t)2

,

Sl
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3.5 Web Crippling of Beams
To avoid crippling of unreinforced beam webs having a flat width ratio,
hit, equal to or less than 150, concentrated loads and reactions shall not exceed
the values of Pm ax given below. Webs of beams for which the ratio, hit, is greater

than 150 shall be provided with adequate means of transmitting concentrated
loads andlor reactions directly into the web.
(a) Beams having single reinforced webs:
(1) For end reactions or for concentrated loads on outer ends of
cantilevers:
For inside corner radius equal to or less than the thickness of sheet
P max =

t 2 [98

+ 4.20(N/t) -0.022 (Nit) (h/t)-0.011 (hit)]
X [1.33 - 0.33 (F y /33)] (F y /33)

For other corner radii up to 4t, the value Pmax given by the above
formula is to be multiplied by
(1.15 - 0.15 Rit)
(2) For reactions of interior supports or for concentrated loads located
anywhere on the span: For inside corner radius equal to or less than
the thickness of sheet
Pmax =

e [305 + 2.30(Nit) -

0.009 (Nit) (hit) - 0.5 (hit)]
X [1.22 - 0.22 (F y /33)] (F y /33)

For other corner radii up to 4t, the value Pmax given by the above
formula is to be multiplied by
(1.06 - 0.06 R/t)
(3)· For corner radii larger than 4t, tests shall be made in accordance

with Section 6.
(b) For I-beams made of two channels connected back to back or for
similar sections which provide a high degree of restraint against rotation
of the web, such as I-sections made by welding two angles to a channel:
(1) For end reactions or for concentrated loads on the outer ends of
cantilevers
Pmax =

t 2 Fy (4.44

+ 0.558 V Nit)

(2) For reactions of interior supports or for concentrated loads located
anywhere on the span
Pm ax =

t 2 Fy (6.66

+ 1.446 V Nit)

In all of the above, Pmax represents the load or reaction for one solid web
sheet connecting top and bottom flanges. For webs consisting of two or more
such sheets, Pmax shall be computed for each individual sheet and the results
added to obtain the allowable load or reaction for the composite web.
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For loads located close to ends of beams, provisions (a-2) and (b-2) apply,
provided that for cantilevers the distance from the free end to the nearest edge
of bearing, and for a load close to an end support the clear distance from edge
of end bearing to nearest edge of load bearing is larger than 1.5h. Otherwise
provisions (a-1) and (b-1) apply.
In the above formulas,
Pmax = allowable concentrated load or reactions, kips
t

=

web thickness, in.

N

=

actual length of bearing, in., except that in the above formulas the
value of N shall not be taken greater than h

h

=

clear distance between flanges measu red along the plane of web, in.

Fy

=

yield point, ksi

R

=

inside bend radius, in.

3.6 Axially Loaded Compression Members
3.6.1 Stress
3.6.1.1 Shapes Not Subject to Torsional-Flexural Buckling
(a) For doubly-symmetric shapes, closed cross section shapes or
cylindrical sections, and any other shapes· which can be shown
not to be subject to torsional-flexural buckling, and for members
braced against twisting, the average axial stress, P/ A, in compression members shall not exceed the following values of Fal, except
as otherwise permitted by paragraph (b) of this Section 3.6.1.1 .:
KUr less than

Fat

Cc_ :

VQ

=

~ QF _ 3 (QFy) 2 (~)2
23
y 23 1T2 E
r

=

0522 QF _ (_9~! KLlr
•
Y
1494

KLlr equal to or greater than
Fat

=

)2

Co

VQ

12 7!' 2 E
,
23 (KL/ r)2
151,900
(KLlr)2

'See the Commentary for some sections including Z-sections not subject to torsional-flexural
buckling.
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In the above,

Co

=

V

P

=

total load, kips

A

=

full, unreduced cross-sectional area of the member, in 2 •

Fal

=

allowable average compression stress under concentric
loading, ksi

E

=

modulus of elasticity

K

=

effective length factor'"

L

=

unbraced length of member, in.

r

=

radius of gyration of full, unreduced cross section, in.

Fy

=

yield point of steel, ksi

Q

=

a factor determined as follows:

2

77"2

E/Fy

=

29,500 ksi

(1) For members composed entirely of stiffened elements, Q is
the ratio between the effective design area, as determined
from the effective design widths of such elements, and the
full or gross area of the cross section. The effective design
area used in determining Q is to be based upon the basic
design stress F as defined in Section 3.1.
(2) For members composed entirely of unstiffened elements, Q
is the ratio between the allowable compression stress Fe for
the weakest element of the cross section (the element having
the largest flat-width ratio) and the basic design stress, F,
where Fe is as defined in Section 3.2 and F is as defined in
Section 3.1.
(3) For members composed of both stiffened and unstiffened
elements the factor Q is the product of a stress factor, Q.,
computed as outlined in paragraph (2) above and an area
factor, Qa, computed as outlined in paragraph (1) above, except that the stress upon which Qa is to be based shall be that
value of the stress Fe which is used in computing Qs; and the
effective area to be used in computing Qa shall include the
full area of all unstiffened elements.
*In frames where lateral stability is provided by diagonal bracing, shear walls, attachment to an
adjacent structure having adequate lateral stability, or by floor slabs or roof decks secured horizontally by walls or bracing systems parallel to the plane of the frame, and in trusses the effective
length factor, K, for the compression members shall be taken as unity, unless analysis shows
that a smaller value may be used. The effective length KL of compression members in a frame
which depends upon its own bending stiffness for lateral stability, shall be determined by a
rational method and shall not be less than the actual unbraced length.
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(b) When the factor Q is equal to unity, the steel is 0.09 inch or
more in thickness and KL/r is less than Cc :

JF

1- (KLlr)2
2(C c )2
y
[
Fa1 = --=S""--+=--=-3-(:-:-:K"....LI"r):--_---:-:-(K:7"LI-'-r'--;;)3 -

3

8

(Cc)

8(Cc)3

3.6.1.2 Singly-Symmetric and Nonsymmetric Shapes of Open Cross-Section
or Intermittently Fastened Components of Built-Up Shapes Having

=

Q
1.0 Which May be Subject to Torsional-Flexural Buckling.
For singly-symmetric or nonsymmetric shapes* of open cross-section
or intermittently fastened components of built-up shapes having Q = 1.0
which may be subject to torsional-flexural buckling and which are not
braced against twisting, the average axial stress, P/ A, shall not exceed Fal
specified in Section 3.6.11. or Fa2 given below:

> O.S F

UTFO

y :

Faz

=

Faz

=

0.S22 Fy
0.S22

Fy2

-

-=--==-'-7.67

U TFO

UTFO

where
Faz

=

UTFO =

allowable average compression stress under concentric
loading, ksi
elastic torsional-flexural buckling stress under concentric
loading which shall be determined as follows:

(a) Singly-Symmetric Shapes

For members whose cross-sections have one axis of symmetry
(x-axis), UTFO is less than both Uex and Ut and is equal to:
1
UTFO =
2 13 [(uex
utl - V (uex
Ut)Z - 413 Uex Ut ]

+

+

where
Uex

13
A
ro

=

rx, ry

=

E
G

=

=

=

cross-sectional area
V rx z + ryZ + xoz = polar radius of gyration of crosssection about the shear center, in.
radii of gyration of cross-section about centroidal principal axes, in.
modulus of elasticity = 29,SOO ksi
shear modulus = 11,300 ksi

ee
the Commentary for some sections including Z-sections not subject to torsional-flexural
*Sb
uckling.
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K

=

effective length factor

L

=

unbraced length of compression member, in.

Xo

=

distance from shear center to centroid along the principal
x-axis, in.
St. Venant torsion constant of the cross section, in!. For
thin-walled sections composed of n segments of uniform
12V
liti 3 ...
Intn 3)
thickness, J = (1/3) (lIltS

=

+

+ ... +

+

h

=

steel thickness of the member for segment i, in.

II

=

length of middle line of segment i, in.

Cv

=

warping constant of torsion of the cross-section, in. G•

(b) Nonsymmetric Shapes
Shapes whose cross-sections do not have any symmetry, either
about an axis or about a point, (JTFO shall be determined by rational analysis.
Alternatively, compression members composed of such shapes
may be tested in accordance with Section 6.
3.6.1.3 Singly Symmetric, or Nonsymmetric Shapes or Intermittently Fastened Components of Built-Up Shapes Having Q < 1.0 Which Are
Subject to Torsional-Flexural Buckling.
Compression members composed of singly-symmetric, or nonsymmetric shapes* or intermittently fastened components of built-up shapes
having Q < 1.0 which are subject to torsional-flexural buckling and which
are not braced against twisting can be conservatively proportioned by replacing Fy by QF y in Section 3.6.1.2 or their strength may be determined by
tests in accordance with Section 6.

Q is defined in Section 3.6.1.1.
3.6.2 Bracing and Secondary Members
On the gross section of axially loaded bracing and secondary members,** when Llr ratio exceeds 120, the allowable compression stress under
concentric loading, Fa", shall be determined as follows:
Fa
Fas = ------:-L---

1.3 - 400r
In the above formula, the maximum stress Fa shall be determined by
Section 3.6.1.1 or 3.6.1.2 whichever is applicable.
'See the Commentary for some sections including Z-sections not subject to torsional-flexural
buckling.
**A secondary member is one upon which the integrity of the structure as a whole does not
depend. For this case, K is taken as unity.
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3.6.3 Maximum Slenderness Ratio
The maximum allowable ratio L/r of unbraced length, L, to radius of
gyration, r, of compression members shall not exceed 200, except that during
construction only, Llr shall not exceed 300.

3.7 Combined Axial and Bending Stresses
3.7.1 Doubly-Symmetric Shapes or Shapes Not Subject to Torsional or Torsional-~Iexural Buckling
When subject to both axial compression and bending doubly-symmetric shapes or shapes which are not subject to torsional or torsional-flexural
buckling shall be proportioned to meet the following requirements:

~
Fal
_fa_
Fao
When

+

+

C mx fbx

( 1 - ----p:fa)

Cmy fbY

( 1-

Fbx

fa)
~

< 1.0
Fby -

+~
+ ~<1.0
F
F
hly

blx

-i-al ~

-

0.15, the following formula may be used in lieu of
the above two formulas:

The subscripts x and y in the above formulas indicate the axis of bending about which a particular stress or design property applies.

3.7.2. Singly-Symmetric Shapes or Intermittently Fastened Components of
Built-Up Shapes Having Q= 1.0 Which May Be Subject to TorsionalFlexural Buckling
Singly-symmetric shapes subject to both axial compression and bending
applied in the plane of symmetry shall be proportioned to meet the following four requirements as applicable:

~ __

(i)

Fao

When

::"
-

fa

~

+

fhCm
Fh (1 -

f

~1

-p;-)

~0.15, the following formula may be used
the above two formulas:

+ _h_<
1.0
F
hl

-
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in lieu of

(ii) If the point of application of the eccentric load is located on the
side of the centroid opposite from that of the shear center, i.e., if e
is positive, then the average compression stress (fa) also shall not
exceed Fa given below:

Fa

0.522 O"TF

=

where O"TF shall be determined according to the formula:

1.0
O"bT (1

O"TF)
0".

(iii) Except for T- or unsymmetric I-sections, if the point of application
of the eccentric load is between the shear center and the centroid,
i.e., if e is negative, and if Fa! is larger than Fa2 , then the average
compression stress (fa) also shall not exceed Fa given below:
Fa
(iv)

=

Fa2

e
+ -(FaE xo

Fd

For T- and unsymmetric I-sections with negative eccentricities
(a) If the point of application of the eccentric load is between the
shear center and the centroid, and if Fal is larger than Fa2, then
the average compression stress (fa) also shall not exceed Fa given
below:
Fa

=

Fa2

e
+ -(FaC- Fd
xo

(b) If the point of application of the eccentric load is located on
the side of the shear center opposite from that of the centroid,
then the average compression stress (fa) also shall not exceed
Fa given below:
Fa = 0.522 Fy
O"TF

S 0.5

Fy :

Fa

=

F/

-

7.670"TF

0.522 O"TF

where O"n' shall be determined according to the formula:
O"TF
O"ex

+

CTF [ _ _
0"_h1_ _ - O"h2 ]
O"hC
1 _ O"TF
0".

=

1.0

In Section 3.7.2, x and yare centroidal axes and the x-axis is the axis of
symmetry whose positive direction is pointed away from the shear
center.
In Section 3.7,
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= a coefficient whose value shall be taken as follows:

Cm

1. For compression members in frames subject to joint translation (sidesway) Cm = 0.85.
2. For restrained compression members in frames braced
against joint translation and not subject to transverse loading between their supports in the plane of bending,

Cm

=

0.6 - 0.4

~:

' but not less than 0.4.

where M 1 /M 2 is the ratio of the smaller to larger moments
at the ends of that portion of the member, unbraced in the
plane of bending under consideration. M 1 /M 2 is positive
when the member is bent in reverse curvature and negative
when it is bent in single curvature.

3. For compression members in frames braced against joint
translation in the plane of loading and subject to transverse
loading between their supports, the value of Cm may be determined by rational analysis. However, in lieu of such
analysis, the following values may be used. (a) for members
whose ends are restrained, Cm = 0.85, (b) for members
whose ends are unrestrained, Cm = 1.0.
C TF

=

a coefficient whose value shall be taken as follows:

1. For compression members in frames subject to joint translation (sidesway) CTF = 0.85.
2. For restrained compression members in frames braced
against joint translation and not subject to transverse loading between their supports in the plane of bending
CTF

=

0.6 - 0.4

Ml
M2-

where M 1/M 2 is the ratio of the smaller to larger moments
at the ends of that portion of the member, unbraced in the
plane of bending under consideration. Ml/M2 is positive
when the member is bent in reverse curvature and negative
when it is bent in single curvature.
c

=

distance from the centroidal axis to the fiber with maximum
compression stress, negative when the fiber is on the shear
center side of the centroid, in.

d

=

depth of section, in.

e

=

eccentricity of the axial load with respect to the centroidal
axis, negative when on the shear center side of the centroid,
in.
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Fa

=

maximum average compression stress, ksi.

Fac

=

average allowable compression stress determined by both
requirements (i) and (iv b) if the point of application ot the
eccentric load is at the shear center, i.e. the calculated values
of fa and Fa, for e = Xo , ksi

FaE

=

average allowable compression stress determined by requirement (i) if the point of application of the eccentric
load is at the shear center, i.e. the calculated value of fa for
e = Xo, ksi.

Fao

=

allowable compression stress under concentric loading determined by Section 3.6.1.1 for L = 0, ksi

Fal

=

allowable compression stress under concentric loading according to Section 3.6.1.1 for buckling in the plane of symmetry, ksi

Fa2

=

allowable compression stress under concentric loading from
Section 3.6.1.2, ksi

Fb

=

maximum bending stress in compression that is permitted
by this Specification where bending stress only exists (Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3), ksi

FbI

=

maximum bending stress in compression permitted by this
Specification where bending stress only exists and the possibility of lateral buckling is excluded (Sections 3.1 and 3.2),
ksi

F'e

=

12 1T2 E
23 (KLb/rb)2

(may be increased one-third in accordance
with Section 3.1.2), ksi

fa

=

axial stress = axial load divided by full cross-sectional area
of member, PIA, ksi

fb

=

maximum bending stress = bending moment divided by
appropriate section modulus of member MIS, noting that for
members having stiffened compression elements the section
modulus shall be based upon the effective design widths of
such elements, ksi

ltc

=

moment of inertia of the compression portion of a section
about its axis of symmetry, in!

Iy

=

moment of inertia of the section about the y-axis, in.4

=

2

~y

[1

x3 dA

1

+

xy2 dA ] -

Xo ,

in., where x

is the axis of symmetry and y is orthogonal to x
K

=

effective length factor in the plane of bending

h

=

actual unbraced length in the plane of bending, in.
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Mo = - A <Tex [ j

+ V j2 + r/ (<Tt/<Tex)

]

= elastic critical mo-

ment causing compression on the shear center side of the
centroid, kip-in.
MT = - A <Tex [ j -

V j2 + r/

(<Tt/<Tex) ]

= elastic critical mo-

ment causing tension on the shear center side of the centroid, kip-in.
rb

=

radius of gyration about axis of bending, in.

rxc

=

radius of gyration about the centroidal axis parallel to the
web of that portion of the I-section which is in compression
when there is no axial load, in.

SyC

=

compression section modulus of entire section about axis
normal to axis of symmetry, Iy/distance to extreme compression fiber, in. 3

Xo

=

x coordinate of the shear center, negative, in.

Me cmaximum
.
.
ben d·Ing stress cause d by
<TbO = -1-=
compression
Y

Me, ksi. For I-sections with unequal flanges
.
d b 7T 2 Ed Ixc
proximate y L2 SyC
<TbT

=

MIT

C=

<The

may be ap-

maximum compression bending stress caused by

y

MT, ksi. For I-sections with unequal flanges <TbT may be ap.
d b 7T" Ed Ixc
proximate y L2 SyC
<Tbl

=

<Tb2

=

.
.
ben d·Ing stress .In t he
<TTF -e- 2c
- = maximum compression
ry
section caused by <TTF, ksi
XoC
k·
<TTF ry2- , Sl
7T

Ue
UTF

2

E

(KLb/rb)2' ksi
=

average elastic torsional-flexural buckling stress, i.e., axial
load at which torsional-flexural buckling occurs divided by
the full cross-sectional area of member, ksi

A, E, r", ry , Uex , <Tt, UTFO are as defined in Section 3.6.1.2.
3.7.3 SinglY-Symmetric Shapes or Intermittently Fastened Components of
Built-Up Shapes Having Q < 1.0 Which May Be Subject to TorsionalFlexural Buckling

If Q < 1.0, singly-symmetric shapes or intermittently fastened components of built-up shapes subject to both axial compression and bending
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applied in the plane of symmetry can be conservatively proportioned by replacing Fy by QF y in Section 3.7.2, or their strength may be determined by
tests in accordance with Section 6. Q is defined in Section 3.6.1.1.
3.7.4 Singly-Symmetric Shapes Which are Unsymmetrically Loaded
Singly-symmetric shapes subject to both axial compression and bending
applied out of the plane of symmetry must be designed according to Section
6.2, "Tests for Determining Structural Performance".
3.8 Cylindrical Tubular Members in Compression or Bending
For cylindrical tubular members with a ratio, Dlt, of mean diameter to
wall thickness not greater than 3,300/F y the compression stress shall not exceed
the basic design stress F.
For cylindrical tubular members with a ratio, Dlt, of mean diameter to wall
thickness larger than 3,300/F y but not greater than 13,OOO/Fy the compression
stress shall not exceed
662
Fr = Dlt
0.399 Fy

+

For compression members the allowable stress, PIA, under axial load also
shall not exceed Fat as prescribed by Section 3.6.1.1 for Q = 1.
SECTION 4 -

CONNECTIONS

4.1 General

Connections shall be designed to transmit the maximum stress in the connected member with proper regard for eccentricity. In the case of members
subject to reversal of stress, except if caused by wind or earthquake loads, the
connection shall be proportioned for the sum of the stresses.
4.2 Welds
4.2 .1 Fusion Welds

Fusion welds shall be proportioned so that stresses therein do not exceed the value in the following table:
Specified Minimum Yield Point of
lowest Strength Steel being Joined

< 36 ksi
> 36 ksi
< 50 ksi

>

Electrode
Classification
ASTM*

A233 E60
A233 E60
A233 E70
A316 E70
A316 E80

but

50 ksi

Permissible Stress in
Shear on Throat of
Fillet or Plug Welds

13.6
13.6
15.8
15.8

ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi

17.7 ksi

'Use of o ther weld filler metal and processes other than manual arc welding providing equal or
better mechanical properties is permitted .
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The allowable stress in tension or compression on groove welds shall
be the same as prescribed for the lower grade of the base metals being joined,
provided the weld penetrates 100 percent of the section and the yield
strength of the filler metal is equal to or greater than the yield strength of the
base metal. Stresses due to eccentricity of loading, if any, shall be combined
with the primary stresses; and the combined stresses shall not exceed the
values given above.
Stresses in a fillet weld shall be considered as shear on the throat for
any direction of the applied stress. Neither plug nor slot welds shall be assigned any value in resistance to any stresses other than shear.
All fusion welding shall comply with the provisions of the Code for
Welding in Building Construction or the Special Ruling on Gas Metal-Arc
Welding with Carbon Dioxide Shielding of the American Welding Society,
except as otherwise specified herein and excepting such provisions of that
Code as are clearly not applicable to material of the thickness to which this
Specification applies.
4.2.2 Resistance Welds
In sheets joined by spot welding the allowable shear per spot shall be
as follows:

Thickness of
Thinnest Outside
Sheet, In.

Allowable Shear
Strength per
Spot, kips

Thickness of
Thinnest Outside
Sheet, In .

Allowable Shear
Strength per
Spot, kips

.010
.020
.030
.040
.050
.060

0.050
0.125
0.225
0.350
0.525
0.725

.080
.094
.109
.125
.188
.250

1.075
1.375
1.65
2.00
4.00
6.00

(The above values are based upon "Recommended Practices for Resistance
Welding," C1.1-66, American Welding Society, 1966 and apply to pulsation
welding as well as spot welding. They are applicable for all structural grades
of low carbon steel, and are based on a factor of safety of approximately 2'/2
applied to selected values from AWS C1.1-66 Tables 1.1 and 1.3. Values for
intermediate thicknesses may be obtained by straight-line interpolation. The
above values may also be applied to medium carbon and low alloy steels.
Spot welds in such steels give somewhat higher shear strengths than those
upon which the above values are based; however, they may require special
welding conditions. In all cases welding shall be performed in accordance
with the American Welding Society's "Recommended Practices for Resistance Welding.)
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4.3 Connecting Two Channels to Form an I-Section
The maximum permissible longitudinal spacing of welds or other connectors, Sma x, joining two channels to form an I-section shall be
(a) For compression members :

l
--y;:;r CY

Smax =

where

l

=

unbraced length of compression member, in.

rI

=

radius of gyration of I-section about the axis perpendicular to the
direction in which buckling would occur for the given conditions of
end support and intermediate bracing, if any, in.

r CY =

radius of gyration of one channel about its centroidal axis parallel to
web, in.

(b) For flexural members:
Smax =

l/6

In no case shall the spacing exceed the value
2 gT.
Smax =

---

mq

where

l

=

span of beam, in.

T.

=

strength of connection in tension, kips

g

=

verticle distance between the two rows of connections near or at top
and bottom flanges, in.

q

=

intensity of load on beam, kips per lin. in.
(For methods of determination see below)

m

=

distance of shear center of channel from mid-plane of the web, in .
For simple channels without stiffening lips at the outer edges,

m=

2 We

+ d/3

For C-shaped channels with stiffening lips at the outer edges,
m

=

wedt [
4L

wrd

d 12 )]
+ 2dl ( 4
d--:3CI

We

=

projection of flanges from inside face of web, in. (For channels with
flanges of unequal width, We shall be taken as the width of the wider
flange .)

d

=

depth of channel or beam, in .

dl

=

overall depth of lip, in.

Ix

=

moment of inertia of one channel about its centroidal axis normal to
the web, in!
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The intensity of load, q, is obtained by dividing the magnitude of concentrated loads or reactions by the length of bearing. For beams designed for a uniformly distributed load, the intensity, q, shall be taken equal to three times the
intensity of the uniformly distributed design load. If the length of bearing of a
concentrated load or reaction is smaller than the weld spacing, s, the required
strength of the welds or connections closest to the load or reaction P, is
Ts

=

Pm/2g

The required limited spacing of connections Smax depends upon the intensity of the load directly at the connection. Therefore, if uniform spacing of
connections is used over the whole length of the beam, it shall be determined
at the point of maximum local load intensity. In cases where this procedure
would result in uneconomically close spacing either one of the following methods may be adopted: (a) the connection spacing may be varied along the beam
according to the variation of the load intensity; or (b) reinforcing cover plates
may be welded to the flanges at points where concentrated loads occur. The
strength in shear of the connections joining these plates to the flanges shall
then be used for T. and "g" shall represent the depth of the beam.
4.4 Spacing of Connections in Compression Elements
The spacing,s, in line of stress, of welds, rivets, or bolts connecting a compression cover plate or sheet to a non-integral stiffener or other element shall
not exceed
(a) that which is required to transmit the shear between the connected
parts on the basis of the design strength per connection specified elsewhere herein; nor
(b) s = 200tlyf where s is spacing, in., t is thickness of cover plate or
sheet, in., and f is design stress in cover plate or sheet, ksi; nor
(c) three times the flat width, w, of the narrowest unstiffened compression
element in that portion of the cover plate or sheet which is tributary to
the connections, but need not be less than 190tly~ if the value of Fe
permitted in the unstiffened element is greater than 0.54 Fy or 228t/y~
if the value of Fe permitted in the unstiffened element is 0.54 Fy or less,
unless closer spacing is required by paragraphs (a) or (b) of this Section
4.4.
In the case of intermittent fillet welds parallel to the direction of
stress the spacing shall be taken as the clear distance between welds
plus one-half inch. In all other cases the spacing shall be taken as the
center to center distance between connections.
Exception: The requirements of this Section 4.4 do not apply to cover
sheets which act only as sheathing material and are not considered as load-carrying elements.
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4.5 Bolted Connections
The following requirements govern bolted connections of cold-formed
steel structural members.
4.5.1 Minimum Spacing and Edge Distance in Line of Stress
The clear distance between bolts which are arranged in rows parallel
to the direction of force, also the distance from the center of any bolt to that
end or other boundary of the connecting member towards which the pressure of the bolt is directed, shall not be less than 11/2 d nor less than P/(O.6 Fy t)
where
d

==-

diameter of bolt, in.

P = force transmitted by bolt, kips
t

=

thickness of thinnest connected sheet, in.

Fy

=

yield point, as defined elsewhere, ksi.*

4.5.2 Tension Stress on Net Section
The tension stress on the net section of a bolted connection shall not
exceed 0.6 Fy nor shall it exceed
(1.0 -

0.9r

+ 3rd/s) 0.6 F

y

where
r

=

s

=

the force transmitted by the bolt or bolts at the section considered,
divided by the tension force in the member at that section. If r is
less than 0.2, it may be taken equal to zero.

spacing of bolts perpendicular to line of stress, in. In the case of a
single bolt, s = width of sheet
d and Fy are as previously defined.*

4.5.3 Bearing Stress in Bolted Connections
The bearing stress on the area (d x t) shall not exceed 2.1 Fy ••
4.5.4 Shear Stress on Bolts
Shear stress on the gross cross-sectional area of bolt, under dead and
live load, shall not exceed the following values:
(a) ASTM A 307 bolts ..................................... 10 ksi
(b) ASTM A 325 bolts
When threading is excluded from shear planes ........ 22 ksi
When threading is not excluded from shear planes ..... 15 ksi
*If the ratio of tensile strength to yield point is less than 1.35, a stress equal to the specified
minimum tensile strength of the material divided by 1.35 shall be used instead of Fy in applying
the provisions of Sections 4.5.1, 4.5.2, and 4.5.3.
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SECTION 5 -

BRACING REQUIREMENTS

Structural members and assemblies of cold-formed steel construction shall
be adequately braced in accordance with good engineering practice. The following provisions cover certain special cases and conditions.
5.1 Wall Studs
The safe load-carrying capacity of a stud may be computed on the basis
that wall material or sheathing (attached to the stud) furnishes adequate lateral
support to the stud in the plane of the wall, provided the wall material and its
attachments to the stud comply with the following requirements:
(a) Wall or sheathing must be attached to both faces or flanges of the studs
being braced.
(b) The maximum spacing of attachments of wall material to the stud being
braced shall not exceed "amax" as determined from the formula:
amax

=

8 E 12 kw
AZ Fy2

The slenderness ratio of the stud between attachments, a/r2' shall
not exceed U2rl. Therefore, the spacing of attachments shall not exceed
that specified above nor shall it exceed:
L r2
2 r1
(c) The minimum modulus of elastic support, kw, to be exerted laterally by
the wall material and its attachments in order to brace the stud, shall
not be less than
Fy2 a A2
a max

kw

=

--

8E 12

=

(d) The lateral force in kips which each single attachment of the wall material shall be capable of exerting on the stud in the plane of the wall
(in order to prevent lateral buckling of the stud) shall not be less than:
w
_-::---:k::::
~P:=;8:==U=2:==4=-0-=-_
2 V EI2kw/a-- Ps
In the above formulas,

Prn I n

=

a

=

actual spacing of attachments of wall material to stud measured
along the length of stud, (a = 1 for continuous attachment), in.

A

=

area of cross section of stud, in. 2

E

= modulus of elasticity = 29,500 ksi

Fy

=

yield point of steel in stud, ksi

11

=

moment of inertia of cross section of stud about its axis parallel
to wall, in.4

12

=

moment of inertia of cross section of stud about its axis perpendicular to wall, in.4
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kw

=

modulus of elastic support of wall material (on each side of stud)
and its attachments, kips per in. That is, kw = Pie where P is the
force in kips which produces an elongation of e inches in a strip
of wall material of width a and of length equal to the distance
between adjacent studs. In paragraphs (b) and (d), kw is the
modulus actually provided as determined from tests. In paragraph (c), kw is the minimum required for a given spacing of
attachments.

L

=

length of stud, in.

Ps

=

design load on stud, kips

rl

=

radius of gyration of stud about its axis parallel to wall
=
V UA,in.

r2

=

radius of gyration of stud about its axis perpendicular to wall
V 12/A, in.

=

5.2 Channel and Z-Sections Used as Beams
The following provisions for the bracing against twist, of channel and
Z-sections used as beams apply only when (a) neither flange is connected to
deck or sheathing material in such a manner as to effectively restrain lateral
deflection of the connected flange and (b) such members are loaded in the
plane of the web. *

5.2.1 Spacing of Braces
Braces shall be attached both to the top and bottom flanges of the
sections at the ends and at intervals not greater than one-quarter of the span
length in such a manner as to prevent tipping at the ends and lateral deflec-tion of either flange in either direction at intermediate braces. If one-third
or more of the total load on the beams is concentrated over a length of onetwelfth or less of the span of the beam, an additional brace shall be placed
at or near the center of this loaded length.

5.2.2 Design of Braces
Each intermediate brace, at top and bottom flange, shall be designed
to resist a lateral force PL determined as follows:
(a) For a uniformly loaded beam PL = 1.5K' times the load within a
distance O.Sa each side of the brace.
'When only one flange is connected to a deck or sheathing material to effectively restrain lateral
deflection of the connected flange, bracing mayor may not be needed to prevent twisting of
the member, depending upon the dimensions of the member and span and upon whether the
unconnected flange is in compression or tension.
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(b) For concentrated loads PL

=

1.0K' times the concentrated load P

within a distance O.3a each side of the brace, plus

~:~ (

1 - : ) PK'

for each such concentrated load P located farther than 0.3a but
not farther than 1.0a from the brace.
In the above formulas:
For channels:
K'

=

mid

where
m = distance from shear center to mid-plane of the web, as specified in Section 4.3, in.
d = depth of channel, in.
For Z-sections:

where

Ixy = product of inertia of full section about centroidal axes parallel
and perpendicular to web,

Ix

=

in.~

moment of inertia of full section about centroidal axis perpendicular to web, in.4

For channels and Z-sections:
x

=

distance from concentrated load P to brace, in.

a

=

length of bracing interval, in.

End braces shall be designed for one-half of the above forces. Braces
shall be designed to avoid local crippling at the points of attachment to
the member.
5.2.3 Allowable Stresses
For channel and Z-beams intermediately braced according to the requirements of Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the maximum compression stress
shall be that specified in Section 3.3, except that the length of the bracing
interval, a, shall be used instead of the length l in the formulas of that Section.
5.3 Laterally Unbraced Box Beams
For closed box-type sections used as beams subject to bending about the
major axis, the ratio of the laterally unsupported length to the distance between
the webs of the section shall not exceed 2,500/F y •
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SECTION 6 -

TESTS FOR SPECIAL CASES

6.1 General
(a) Where the composition or configuration of elements, assemblies, or
details of cold-formed steel structural members are such that calculation of their safe load-carrying capacity or deflection cannot be made
in accordance with the provisions of Sections 2 through 5 of this Specification, their structural performance shall be established from tests and
evaluated as specified in Section 6.2.
(b) Tests for determination of mechanical properties of full sections to be
used in Section 3.1.1.1 shall be made as specified in Section 6.3.1.
(c) Tests for determining mechanical properties of flat elements of formed
sections and representative mechanical properties of virgin steel to be
used in Section 3.1.1.1 shall be made in accordance with the provisions
of Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.
(d) The provisions of Section 6 do not apply to light gage steel diaphragms.
(e) Tests shall be made by an independent testing laboratory or by a manufacturer's testing laboratory.
(f) Tensile testing procedures shall agree in general with the procedures
described in Methods and Definitions for Mechanical Testing of Steel
Products, ASTM Designation A370.
6.2 Evaluation of Tests for Determining Structural Performance
Where tests are necessary for the purposes defined in paragraph (a) of Section 6.1 they shall be evaluated in accordance with the following procedure.*
(a) Where practicable, evaluation of test results shall be made on the basis
of the mean values resulting from tests of not fewer than three identical
specimens, provided the deviation of any individual test result from the
mean value obtained from all tests does not exceed ± 10 percent. If
such deviation from the mean exceeds 10 percent, at least three more
tests of the same kind shall be made. The average of the three lowest
values of all tests made shall then be regarded as the result of the series
of tests.
(b) Determinations of allowable load-carrying capacity shall be made on
the basis that the member, assembly, or connection shall be capable of
sustaining a total load, including the weight of the test specimen, equal
to twice the live load plus one-and-one-half the dead load without
failure. Where the governing design load is due in whole or part to
wind, earthquake loads, or combined forces, the foregoing load factors
shall be reduced by dividing by 11/3 in accordance with Section 3.1.2.
'The test evaluation procedures and load factors specified in Section 6.2 are not applicable to
confirmatory tests of members and assemblies whose properties can be calculated according to
Section 2 through 5; for the latter, the Specification proVides generally a safety factor of 5/3.
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Furthermore, harmful local distortions which interfere with the
proper functioning of the member or assembly or its connections shall
not develop during the test at a total load, including the weight of the
test specimen, equal to the dead load plus 11/2 times the live load.
(c) In evaluating test results, due consideration must be given to any differences that may exist between the yield point of the steel from which
the tested sections are formed and the minimum yield point specified
for the steel which the manufacturer intends to use.
Consideration must also be given to any variation or difference
which may exist between the design thickness and the thickness of
the specimens used in the tests.
6.3 Tests for Determining Mechanical Properties of Formed Sections or
Flat Material

6.3.1 Full Section Tests
These provisions are intended to apply only to the determination of
the mechanical properties of full formed sections for the purposes defined
in paragraph (b) of Section 6.1. They are not to be construed as permitting
the use of test procedures instead of the usual design calculations. Tests to
determine mechanical properties shall be conducted in accordance with the
following:
(a) For tensile yield paint determinations refer to Section 6.1 (f).
(b) Compressive yield point determinations shall be made by means of
compression tests· of short specimens of the section and shall be
taken as the smaller value of either the maximum compressive
strength of the section divided by the cross-section area or the
stress defined by one of the following methods :
(i) for sharp yielding steel the yield point shall be determined by
the autographic diagram method or by the total strain under
load method,
(ii) for gradual yielding steel the yield point shall be determined by
the strain under load method or by the 0.2 percent offset
method.
When the total strain under load method is used, there shall be
evidence that the yield point so determined agrees substantially
with the yield point which would be determined by the 0.2 percent
offset method. The methods described above shall agree in general
with the procedures described in Methods and Definitions for
Mechanical Testing of Steel Products, ASTM A370.
·See Appendix for recommendations regarding details of compression testing.
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(c) Where the principal effect of the loading to which the member will
be subjected in service will be to produce bending stresses, the
yield point shall be determined for the flanges only. In determining
such yield points tests shall be made on specimens cut from the
section. Each such specimen shall consist of one complete flange
plus a portion of the web of such flat width ratio that the value of
Q for the specimen is unity.
(d) For acceptance and control purposes, two full section tests shall be
made from each lot of not more than 50 tons nor less than 30 tons
of each section, or one test from each lot of less than 30 tons of
each section. For this purpose a lot may be defined as that tonnage
of one section that is formed in a single production run of material
from one heat or blow.
(e) At the option of the manufacturer, either tension or compression
tests may be used for routine acceptance and control purposes,
provided the manufacturer demonstrates that such tests reliably
indicate the yield point of the section when subjected to the kind
of stress under which the member is to be used.
6.3.2 Tests of Flat Elements of Formed Sections
The yield point of flats, Fyr, shall be established by means of a weighted
average of the yield points of standard tensile coupons taken longitudinally
from the flat portions of a representative cold-formed member. The weighted
average shall be the sum of the products of the average yield point for each
flat portion times the ratio of the cross-sectional area of that flat portion to
the total area of flats in the cross section. The exact number of such coupons
will depend on the shape of the member, i.e. on the number of flats in the
cross section. At least one tensile coupon shall be taken from the middle of
each flat. If the actual virgin yield point exceeds the specified minimum yield
point, the yield point of the flats, FyI, shall be adjusted by multiplying the
test values by the ratio of the specified minimum yield point to the actual
virgin yield point.
6.3.3 Acceptance and Control Tests for Mechanical Properties of Virgin Steel
The following provisions apply to steel produced to other than the
ASTM Specifications listed in Section 1.2 when used in sections for which
the increased yield point and ultimate strength of the steel after cold-forming
are computed from the virgin steel properties according to Section 3.1.1.1.
For acceptance and control purposes, at least four tensile specimens shall be
taken from each lot as defined in Section 6.3.1. (d) for the establishment of
the representative values of the virgin tensile yield point and ultimate
strength. Specimens shall be taken longitudinally from the quarter points of
the width near the outer end of the coil.
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APPENDIX
Compression Testing

(See Section 6.3 of the Specification)
It is recommended that stub column tests be made on flat-end specimens
whose length is not less than three times the largest dimension of the section
except that it shall be no more than twenty times the least radius of gyration.
If tests of ultimate compressive strength are to be used to check yield point
for quality control purposes, the length of the section should not be less than
fifteen times the least radius of gyration.
It is important, in making compression tests, that care be exercised in
centering the specimen in the testing machine so that the load is applied concentrically with respect to the centroidal axis of the section.

For further information regarding compression testing, reference may be
made to Standard Methods of Compression Testing of Metallic Materials at
Room Temperature, ASTM E9, and Technical Memoranda Nos. 2 and 3 of
the Column Research Council, "Notes on Compression Testing of Materials,"
and "Stub-Column Test Procedure," reprinted in the Column Research Council
Guide to Design Criteria for Metal Compression Members, Second Edition, 1966.
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ADDENDUM No.1

TO THE

SPECIFICATION
FOR THE DESIGN OF
COLD-FORMED STEEL
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
1968 EDITION

AND CORRECTION SHEETS
FIRST AND SECOND PRINTINGS

AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
150 EAST FORTY-SECOND STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

Addendum No.1

To The
Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed
Steel Structural Members, 1968 Edition

Section 1.2 Material
Add the following specifications of the American Society for Testing and
Materials:
Steel, Hot-Rolled and Cold-Rolled Sheet and Strip, High Strength
Low Alloy with Improved Corrosion Resistance, ASTM A606
Steel, Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled and Cold-Rolled High Strength,
Low Alloy Columbium and/or Vanadium, ASTM A607
Steel, Cold-Rolled Sheet, Carbon, Structural, ASTM A611

Correction Sheets
Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members
1968 Edition, First and Second Printings

p. iii

Titles of Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 should read: " . .. Intermittently
Fastened Singly-Symmetric Components ... "

p. vi

Definition of I.e should read: " . .. about the gravity axis of the
entire section parallel to the web, in.4"

*p. viii

Add the following definition after ry :
rI Radius of gyration of I-section about the axis perpendicular to
the direction in which buckling would occur for the given
conditions of end support and intermediate bracing, if any, in.

*p.8

Add the subscript to w, in the definition following Table 2.3.5

*p.8

Definition of

*p. 12

Detriment is misspelled in the second footnote

Wr,

second line should read: " . .. webs of box- .. ."

p.12

Pronounced is misspelled in the second footnote

p. 13

Section 3.3, definition of lye should read: " . .. about the gravity
axis of the entire section parallel to the web, in. 4"

*p. 14

In the third line of Section 3.4.3, add a left parenthesis to the
second term of the expression, i.e.,
(fv/Fv)2

*p.15

Sixth line should read: " (a) Beams having single unreinforced
webs:"

*p. 18

Section 3.6.1.2, the last line of the first paragraph should read:
" . .. Section 3.6.1.1 ... "

·Correction applies to First Printing only

pp. 18,19, Titles of Sections 3.6.1.2, 3.6.1.3, 3.7.2. and 3.7.3 should read:
20,24 " ... Intermittently Fastened Singly-Symmetric Components . .. "
A corresponding correction should be made in the first sentence
of Sections 3.6.1.2, 3.6.1.3 and 3.7.3.
*p. 19

The fifth term defined should be tl

p. 20

Section 3.6.3 should read as follows : " The slenderness ratio, KUr,
of compression members shall not exceed 200, except that during
construction only, Kl/r shall not exceed 300."

p.20

Section 3.7.2(i), replace Faz by FaI ;
replace Fb by FbI

*p. 21

Section 3.7.2(ii), the second term of the interaction equation
shou Id read :

*p. 27

In the third line, Smax should be

*p.27

Vertical is misspelled in the definition of the term g

p. 28

Smax

Section 4.4(c), first and second lines should read : " three times the
flat width, w, of the narrowest unstiffened compression element
tributary to"

'Co rrection applies to First Printing only

